
Conjunctions (2)

Let's practise using conjunctions! Like: however, because of, so that etc.

     Conjunctions are used to connect two parts of a sentence. For example: I stayed at home because of the rain. 

Here you can practise the conjunctions: however, because of, so that, although AND in order to. 

 
She cannot have parties at home _________ her little siblings.
     although
     because of
     so that

 
Jess likes to keep fit _________ she can join the marathon in her town.
     in order to
     however
     so that

 
I am not going to sell you my first edition Harry Potter book, _________ much you offer me!
     however
     so that
     although

 
He loves open air concerts, _________ he doesn't like those in muddy fields.
     however
     so that
     although

 
He plays with his little brother, _________ please his Mum.
     in order to
     so that
     however

 
He is often mistaken for a girl _________ his long hair.
     because of
     in order to
     although
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Conjunctions (2)

 
We enjoyed the meal, _________ the chicken was a bit burned.
     in order to
     although
     because of

 
I cannot take part in training _________ my injured leg.
     although
     in order to
     because of

 
Erica travelled to Spain _________ improve her language skills.
     so that
     in order to
     because of

 
I will buy a tent _________ I can go camping next summer.
     although
     so that
     in order to

 
I will save all my pocket money, _________ be able to buy concert tickets.
     because of
     in order to
     so that

 
Can you tell her that I have to wait outside _________ my dog?
     in order to
     because of
     so that

 
I love this band, ______________ much you hate them!
 

 
We like our car ______________ we would prefer a bigger one.
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